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Years ago, when we started as novice teachers, we really had no idea how to teach 20 six-
year-olds how to read. Lucky for us, we both had wonderful teammates who mentored us
and generously shared everything they did—including a framework of activities to structure
our days. Being new and inexperienced, we followed their frameworks and were glad to
know what to do, even if we didn’t really understand the why or the how. In the beginning,
we were simply step-followers. And for a while that was okay. Step following is a great
beginning for any complex process. You can get okay results from following steps. And
that’s exactly what we both got in those first few years of teaching—our kids did okay. Not
great, but okay.
To get better than okay results, however, we needed to move beyond just following the
steps of guided reading. The ideas we present in this book are grounded in theory and we
want you to have an understanding of that theory to help you move beyond doing the steps
of guided reading and toward making expert decisions about what the earliest readers need
during that critical small-group time.
To begin making those expert decisions, we had to gain an understanding that children
develop socially, emotionally, and academically on a wide continuum and certainly not all at
the same time. Just as there is a developmentally normal range for babies to learn to sit, crawl,
talk, and walk, there is a developmentally normal range for learning how to read and write.
In our kindergarten and first-grade classrooms, some students walk through the door already
reading, while others come to us eager to look at print and begin instruction. Still others
enter our classrooms not knowing any letters and need a completely different early literacy
experience to start their reading careers. This wide range of learners seen in every classroom
is considered, in fact, developmentally normal. Just as a pediatrician must understand child
development to be able to provide proper, appropriate care, it is our job as literacy teachers
to be knowledgeable about emergent readers and be ready to meet them where they are in
their reading development and build from there.
Both of us are extremely passionate about early literacy and teaching children. With more
than fifty years of working with emergent readers between us, we’ve shared in many success
stories and challenges while supporting our youngest learners as they begin their lifelong
journey of becoming readers. Throughout those years, we’ve come to see and understand
the need for a book with a narrow focus just like this. So many professional books about
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young readers are written for grades K-6 with very little information that actually applies to
the five- and six-year-old learner. Whether students are normally developing kindergartners
or early first graders or children in intervention programs who need extra support, we see
the need to have stronger conversations that focus specifically on the literacy needs of our
earliest learners.
Teaching children to read is not haphazard. We can’t just teach the letters, teach the
sounds, teach the words, and give books to children and expect they’ll learn how to read. In
reality, it’s not that simple. Teaching children to read must include a well-thought-out plan
with a repertoire of tools and strategies, so we can teach right at the edge of each child’s zone
of proximal development (Vygotsky and Cole 1981). With that in mind, we’re big proponents of understanding the theory or the why behind the teaching decisions we make in our
classrooms. Our goal in writing this book is to help you understand the why as well as the
how of teaching reading in your small groups to your youngest learners.
So, we begin with a chapter on reading theory and research to help you understand how
the brain undertakes the amazing task of becoming a reader. We’ll also explore the role a
child’s emotions play in learning to read. As we move forward, we’ll keep our focus in each
chapter on small-group instruction and the emergent reader—what they need to learn at
each step along the way, how to teach precisely what they need to know, and which tools
might be useful.
We’ll start with the learners who walk through the door not knowing how to write their
names, let alone any letter names. The sense of urgency to assist these learners is always the
greatest because, although developmentally normal, the gap between them and their peers
needs to be narrowed quickly. From there we’ll turn our focus to those learners who are ready
to begin to look at print, so they can discover how print works and train their eyes how to
consistently look from left to right at the sentence level and then the word level. While doing
that, we’ll give you strategies to firm up letter knowledge and introduce high frequency words
to help learners begin to monitor their reading. And, in conjunction with all this reading
work going on, we’ll also focus on writing, because we firmly believe that reading and writing
are reciprocal processes that develop side by side with good teaching.
In this book, we’ve chosen to focus our discussions on small-group, guided reading,
because we believe in its power to motivate learners and help them develop a love of reading. As you work with four to six children in this setting for fifteen to twenty minutes a day,
we’ll show you how to differentiate instruction by integrating a variety of highly engaging
texts with individualized support and feedback. Yes, we know you’ll have to plan for multiple
groups each week. Yes, we know small-group instruction takes more thoughtful planning on
your part when it is based on what learners know and need to know next. Yes, we know you
need to spend time getting to know lots of texts so you can utilize them well. Yes, yes, yes—
we know all the yeses, but we argue the benefits make it all worthwhile!
However, though it will be our focus throughout this book, it’s important to note that
small-group reading instruction is a smaller piece of a much larger literacy puzzle (Figure I.1)
for the emergent readers you teach. Exposing students to a wide variety of print in a wide
variety of ways is crucial. To that end, we advocate for small-group, guided reading instruction in primary classrooms supported by an integrated, balanced program that engages
children in the following:
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Literacy Puzzle
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• Oral language development. The foundation of all reading and writing activities is oral
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language. Students need to engage in social as well as academic conversations with adults
and peers throughout the day. These conversations help young readers acquire new vocabulary that can help them make connections with school and home, as well as the world
around them.
• Phonological awareness and phonemic awareness. Children need to spend a small
amount of time each day developing the skill of recognizing, playing with and manipulating sounds in language (rhyming, blending/segmenting, isolating, adding/deleting/
substituting). This type of work is always oral and doesn’t involve print.
• Phonics. Phonics is the relationship between the letters and the sounds they make. It
is a foundational skill that is developed as children become writers and readers. With a
skilled and knowledgeable teacher, children learn to encode (link letters to sounds) when
writing and decode (link sounds to letters) when reading.
• Read-alouds. Strong literacy programs incorporate several read-alouds a day. Teachers
gather their students on the floor and read books from a variety of genres. Read-alouds
provide opportunities for students to hear fluent reading with good phrasing and intonation. The discussion that takes place before, during, and after reading the book aids in
building oral language, vocabulary, and comprehension. However, there are times when
a book should be read just because it’s fun!
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• Shared reading. During shared reading, students share in the responsibility of reading a
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text. The text may be a poem, chart, or a book, and the print should be large enough for the
entire group to see. Often the text is reread over the course of a few days, which provides the
perfect opportunity to model and teach concepts of print and problem-solving strategies.
Independent reading. In a balanced literacy program, students will need plenty of opportunities to interact with a variety of books on their own. Emergent readers begin the year
by using the pictures in trade books to “tell” and retell stories. With small-group, guided
reading instruction they end the year reading emergent texts.
Shared writing. Shared writing provides the opportunity for the class to craft a text
together while the teacher does the writing. As the teacher writes, they teach and model
text conventions (directionality, word spacing, punctuation, return sweep, and so on). The
teacher also models writing known high frequency words fast and how to say unknown
words slowly, listening for and linking sounds to letters. The result is always a text that can
be read by all the students.
Interactive writing. Interactive writing differs from shared writing only in that the students
interact with the text alongside the teacher during the task of writing. Students and their
teacher still craft the text together, but students write the parts that they know (letter or
words) as the teacher writes the unknown parts. Again, the result is the same as shared writing, a text that can be read by everyone.
Writer’s workshop. Students need opportunities to write every day on topics they choose.
Writer’s workshop is the time to do this. It usually begins with a focused mini-lesson,
then provides time for students to write independently and ends with a reflection on how
the workshop went or students sharing their writing. Through this process, students at
emergent levels learn first to convert oral stories to picture stories and later, learn to craft
picture stories with words.
Literacy centers. For good instruction to take place at the small-group table, the other students need engaging practice work to do. This can be executed with literacy centers (examples of centers include reading center, writing center, listening center, letters and sounds
center, word center, and so on). Within each literacy center, there should be the opportunity
for student choice. Choice allows students to decide how they want to practice what they
have learned and helps them remain engaged for longer periods. For more on this, check
out the companion resources for this book at www.stenhouse.com/content/intentional
-from-the-start. There, you’ll find plenty of ideas for how your literacy centers can directly
support the learning taking place at your small-group table.

©

We hope as you read this book, you’ll come to see that emergent learners have very
important work to do at these earliest levels and it’s not as easy as it seems. It takes a skilled
conductor and a great deal of effort to orchestrate this important early learning. As we explore
the why behind the learning so you can plan for the most appropriate how, we understand
that despite the best-laid plans, most of your decisions will need to be made on the run. So,
we’ll give you lots of tools to make the most powerful choices for your young readers in the
moment. And, by the end of this book, we trust that no matter what pressure comes down
the pike, you’ll be prepared to make the incredibly complicated process of teaching emergent
readers to read, in fact, look easy!
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It’s late October in Mrs. Jones’s kindergarten classroom. As you stroll through her
classroom as a casual visitor you observe children hard at work during literacy centers.
They are spread out through the room using every nook and cranny possible. Some
are utilizing tables, others the floor, and still others choose some flexible seating
options (under tables, standing at high tables, in beanbags, in scoop chairs, on yoga
mats, etc.) but all are completely engaged in their work.
The group of students at the letters and sounds center are putting a giant ABC
floor puzzle together. They begin working without a plan, but you can see one start to
emerge as they notice how the pieces link together. Students at the word center are
practicing friends’ names and a few high frequency words. One student has chosen to
do a name puzzle. He is laying out his friend’s name and checking it against the model.
At the reading center, three friends are on their bellies surrounding a book. They are
using the illustrations to prompt a retell of the story, Brown, Bear, Brown, Bear What
Do You See? The listening center is busy with children watching and listening to stories
on iPads. They each have their own tablet and are listening to three different stories.
Across the room, the writing center is filled with students talking and drawing. As you
listen in, the conversation is about the pets they have at home. One student is drawing
his cat, Tiger, who loves to hide under his bed.
Meanwhile, the magic is beginning to happen at the small group table for the very
first time this year. As Mrs. Jones keeps a careful watch on the rest of the room, she
begins her small group lesson. You hear her say, “Okay, let’s get started! It’s time to
become readers!”
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rs. Jones gets excited each year to begin her small group work with her emergent
readers. She knows each child has the potential to become an avid reader and writer
and wants to get them started off on the right track. However, she also knows, from
experience, that small group work won’t be productive if she hasn’t laid the groundwork for
her students to be independent when working in literacy centers. So, she takes the first six to
eight weeks to teach, practice, and reinforce each center’s routines and structures that support the development of her readers and writers. She plans for student choice within the five
centers. Her goals each year are for students to remain engaged in their literacy centers and
be able to solve simple problems on their own; that way, she can focus on teaching her small
groups while the other students work independently.
Now, let’s explore the learning that happens at the small group table. To teach the emergent reader, you have to understand who the emergent reader is. An emergent reader is simply
someone who is becoming a reader. That someone could be three years old, five years old, or fifty
years old. Age does not matter. Every reader starts out on their path to literacy as an emergent
reader and their time spent as an emergent reader varies depending on the individual reader
and the instruction. In a school setting, our emergent readers are typically in kindergarten or
first grade but can certainly be found in older grades too.
Most emergent readers will come to your table:

• Knowing a few letters. (We have had emergent readers who only knew the letters x and o
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because they played tic-tac-toe!)
• Developing a concept of what a word is.
• Developing phonemic awareness.
• Developing a sense of story.

With good instruction, most emergent readers will gain control of:

rB

Left to right directionality.
One-to-one voice-to-print matching.
Using known words to begin to monitor their reading.
Using increasing amounts of meaning, language structure, and visual information (letters
and sounds) to monitor their attempts and solve unknown words.
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Emergent readers deserve instruction from a skilled teacher who is responsive to their
needs in the moment. Skilled teachers have a clear understanding of the emergent reader
both academically and emotionally. They know what they need to teach and understand the
theory behind their choices as they plan and deliver instruction. They also spend time getting
to know the books they are introducing to the small group so their emergent readers can
experience success. That success is what makes our readers want to return to our small group
table again and again and again!
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FUNDAMENTALS FOR TEACHING READING
In his well-known book, Visible Learning, John Hattie (2008) presents the results of his meta-
analysis of research on factors that influence student learning. Not surprisingly, many factors
have effects on learning, including issues from students themselves, the curriculum, and the
school. Also not surprising is Hattie’s finding that excellence in teaching is the single most
SHP4643 • 9781760944643 • Hawker Brownlow Education
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Reading Is a Complex Process
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Have you ever attempted to write your own definition of what it means to read? It’s not as
easy as it sounds. Literacy theorists define reading in a variety of ways.

• Marie Clay’s definition describes reading as a message-getting, problem-solving process
(2015).

• Marilyn Adams defines it as a complex process that involves coordinating different skills
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and systems (1990).

• Louise Rosenblatt’s transactional theory explains reading as an interaction between the
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reader and the print, with the reader’s past experiences influencing the meaning making
(1978).
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Perhaps you’ve noticed the common thread within these definitions, that reading is
much more than learning letters and corresponding sounds. Perhaps in any language, but
especially in English, beginning readers progress faster and develop better comprehension
skills if they are taught to consider more than just letter sounds as they learn to read. Marie
Clay’s (2005a, 2005b) important research on emergent readers in their first year of instruction documented what sources of information children used in their attempts at reading. She
found patterns in those children who progressed at an average or better rate. Their attempts
at reading books showed they attended to various sources of information while making
meaning from the print. When analyzing early reading, she found clear examples of at least
four types of information. For example, early readers attended to some visual features of the
print (such as letters or words), they connected some letters to sounds, they were propelled
by their language structure, and they attempted to make meaning.
The complex part for teachers of the earliest readers, however, is helping children begin
to attend to all of these at once. The print information is the new and often difficult part for
young readers. This can cause one of two pitfalls for teachers. Some teachers tend to focus
their instruction almost solely on letters and words, creating inefficient readers. This can
actually make the learning of the letters and sounds even harder because the learning is isolated. Other teachers tend to focus so much on meaning and language structure that the texts
they provide to their students are completely patterned and easy to memorize, giving young
readers a false sense of what reading really is. It takes skill and finesse to create readers who
harness these multiple sources of information—rather like a hybrid car that runs on several
power sources and uses whatever source is the most efficient at the time. Throughout the rest
of this book, we’ll be showing you how to teach emergent readers this complex process of
using the visual print information, supported by meaning and their language structure.
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powerful influence on achievement. He explains that it’s what teachers know, do, and care
about that make the difference. This call to action nudges us to continue evolving our understanding of teaching and learning so that we can go from okay results to great results.
With that in mind, let’s explore a few of the theoretical understandings that inform our
teaching of guided reading. You may be very familiar with some of these ideas and some may
be new to you, but keeping these concepts in mind as you work will make a real difference
in the moment-by-moment decisions you make in your guided reading lessons. Because they
lay the foundation for the why behind our teaching decisions, we’ll return to these themes
repeatedly throughout this book as we discuss teaching emergent readers at various skill levels.

